There are robust findings that support a theory of interactive alignment, which indicate that communicative partners engage in various levels of synchrony during dialogue, both in the modality of speech as well as in gesture (Branigan et al., 2000; Schouwstra & de Swart, 2014; Christiansen et al., 2016) . Interactive alignment is largely a consequence of priming (Pickering & Garrod, 2004 ). Recently it has been found that priming plays a role in artificial language change towards maximally regular and highly predictable linguistic systems (Feher et al., 2016) , and in the emergence of linguistic conventions in silent gesture studies (Schouwstra et al., 2016) . Silent gesture experiments, which use hearing participants, indicate that an individual's choice of constituent order (e.g., SOV) is primed by their communicative partner's own syntax. To further investigate the potential role of priming, we introduce a novel paradigm to investigate the extent of interactive alignment within cross-modal communication, from gesture string comprehension to verbal speech production.
We used a picture-matching game to test structural alignment between the syntax used in gesture strings and the word order produced in speech. A confederate to the study gestured events depicted in a set of pictures (see Figure 1 ), and the participant chose the correct card out of an array presented on-screen. Subsequently, the participant verbally described their own set of target cards to the gesturer. Crucially, the gesturer followed a script that systematically varied in the syntactic structure of the dative alternation (depicting PO, prepositional-object, or DO, double-object sentences) when manually describing the set of cards. Participants were led to believe they were interacting with the gesturer by sending recordings via a network connection. In fact, the participants were viewing pre-recorded videos of gestures. The verbal descriptions gathered from the participant served as the target responses used in analysis. Table 1 reports the proportion of target responses in the different conditions. Half the participants described cards that were the same as those actions depicted in the prime ('throw', 'sell', 'show', 'give'), and the other half described cards that were mismatched, or different. We investigated whether using the same lexical item and a similar syntax provided a 'lexical boost', whereby participants produced more linguistically aligned target responses than if they were primed by similar syntax alone (Branigan et al, 2000) . To obscure the nature of the study, as well as priming methods, these items were interspersed with filler items, which depicted simple transitive sentences (where only one direct object is obligatory). We ran a linear mixed effects model looking at the proportion of DO produced, entering prime order and sameness of verb as fixed effects and participant and verb target as random effects. Overall, participants had a preference for PO over DO, which is reflected in the intercept (beta=-2.07, SE=.39, p<.001). In trials following a DO prime, they were significantly more likely to produce DO (beta=0.915, SE=.41, p<.05) . No interaction was observed between prime order and sameness of verb (beta=0.151, SE=.55, p=.78).
Our results illustrate that structural properties of silent gesture influence the syntactic structure of verbal descriptions, i.e. showing evidence of cross-modal priming. This is interesting because silent gesture, when used in production, has been shown to by-pass native language rules (Goldin-Meadow et al., 2008) , and can be seen as the result of an improvisation process, reflecting cognitive biases of the gesturer (Schouwstra & de Swart, 2014) . The fact that spoken English can be primed by this mode of communication shows the far-reaching effect of silent gesture, and its potential role in emerging language situations (Kelly et al., 2008) . This interpretation is strengthened by the fact that no lexical boost effect was observed in this experiment: participants did not simply 'translate' the gesture strings into their native language. 
